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MRD 155- Global Temperature Maps 

Data Product Overview  

Executive Description 

OTES-derived surface temperatures will be binned and averaged to produce global temperature 

maps at an appropriate spatial resolution from each observing point in the Detailed Survey 

mission phase.  

 

Overview 

The temperature maps will be constructed from individual OTES Spot Temperature data.  These 

maps will be used as inputs to the thermal inertia data products and as the initial indicator of the 

surface properties and the temperature environment of Bennu that the spacecraft will experience. 

This data product is needed because temperature is an indicator of surface physical properties 

and these maps provide the initial, model-independent evidence for spatial variation in physical 

properties across the surface of Bennu.  These maps will also be used as one of the inputs to the 

thermal inertia data products.  The data are in units of Kelvin.  

 

The OTES Spot Temperature data from the Detailed Survey phase will be used to produce global 

temperature maps.  These data will be collected from a fixed observing point as Bennu rotates 

beneath the spacecraft.  As a result the local time will be constant for the entire map and the 

time-of-day effects on surface temperature will be minimized. There will, however, be latitude-

dependent effects on temperature due to the variation in solar illumination and the resultant 

surface heating with latitude.  There will be a separate temperature map for each of the observing 

stations in Detailed Survey.  All maps will be identical in format, but will be at different local 

times. In addition to the temperature maps, two ancillary maps will be produced that give: 1) the 

number of OTES spectra included in each element of the map; and 2) the average local time of 

the OTES data used in each map element. 

 

Data Product Structure and Organization  

Surface temperature, the number of OTES spectra in each bin, and the average local time of the 

data in each bin will be stored in three separate two-dimensional floating-point arrays in x and y 

(longitude and latitude).  

Data Format Descriptions  

Header data (metadata) to be included: 



• Number of x and y bins in the array 

• Start longitude, latitude ([1,1] element) of the array 

• Longitude/latitude bin size 

• UTC Start/end time of OTES observations used to produce the temperature data used in 

the map 

• Version of OTES Calibration algorithm used to create the temperature data used in the 

map 

• Version of OTES Temperature/Emissivity separation algorithm used to create the 

temperature data used in the map 

• Bennu position relative to the Sun (distance, ecliptic longitude and latitude) when OTES 

data were collected 

• Bennu position relative to the spacecraft (distance, ecliptic longitude and latitude) when 

OTES data were collected 

• Name/location of shape file used to project the OTES data and compute the latitudes and 

longitudes used in the map 

• User inputs for the constraints used to create the map.  Examples include, but are not 

limited to: data quality, incidence angle, emission angle, spot temperature. 

• Log File name (Log file contains names of all products used to produce maps) 

Detailed Description of Data Format: 

Temperature Array  

• Data type – two-dimensional floating point array 

• Field 1: OTES-derived binned averaged temperature 

Number of Spectra Array  

• Data type – two-dimensional floating point array 

• Field 1: Number of OTES spectra included in each element of the temperature array 

Local Time Array  

• Data type – two-dimensional floating point array 

• Field 1: Average local time of the OTES data used in each element of the temperature 

array 

Data Product Generation  

OTES Global Temperature Maps are produced by binning and averaging individual OTES Spot 

Temperature data using pre-computed longitude and latitude values for each Spot 

observation.  The davinci software is the software package/programming language in which the 

binning, averaging, data quality constraining mapping software will be written.  This software 

will be installed on the SPOC system for use on all OTES data processing.  Any reprojection of 

the maps to specific geometric projections will be done using the OSIRIS-REx geometric 

projection processing software (ISIS TBD).  



Required inputs and formats are: 

• OTES Spot Temperature data derived from the OTES Temperature/ Emissivity 

separation algorithm 

o Floating-point value 

• Longitude and Latitude of each OTES Spot observation derived from the OSIRIS-REx 

geometric projection processing software 

o Two floating point values 

• The local time of each OTES Spot observation 

• User inputs for the constraints (quality, local time, etc) used to create a specific map 

Co-I Christensen has been assigned to this product. 

Multiple versions of the product may be produced.  New versions would be produced if changes 

occurred in: 1) the OTES calibration or Temperature/ Emissivity algorithms; 2) the shape model 

used to determine the longitude, latitude and local time of each Spot Temperature observation; 3) 

changes in Bennu longitude/latitude reference system; 4) changes in the spacecraft or Bennu 

locations as contained in the SPICE kernals.  

Seven (7) different files will be produced, one of each station of Detailed Survey.  They will be 

identical in format. 

It will take approximately 2 days to create and validate each map, once the temperature data area 

available from each station. 

Data Product Validation  

Validation of the temperature maps will assume that the individual OTES Spot Temperature data 

used as inputs to the maps have already been validated.  The map contents will be validated by 
inspection for erroneous data values or obvious positioning errors indicated by non-physical 

temperature variations.  If the maps are valid, then the temperatures should be a smoothly 

varying function of latitude and longitude.  The maps will also be examined by inspection to 

observe any data gores, which could indicate missing data or unexpected exclusion of data 

through incorrect or overly limiting constraints.  Each map will also be compared with maps 

acquired at other observing positions in the Detailed Survey phase for consistency.  

Data Flow  

OTES data will be processed through the SPOC Pipeline using the OTES Calibration software to 

produce Calibrated Radiance.  These data will be separated into temperature and emissivity using 

the OTES Temperature/ Emissivity Separation software to produce the OTES Spot Temperature 

data.  The OSIRIS-REx geometric projection software will produce longitude, latitude, and local 

time data for each Spot observation.  The OTES Mapping software will bin and average the Spot 

Temperature data into appropriate longitude/ latitude bins using User-specified constraints. 



 

Standards Used to Generate Data Product  

• All time will be in UTC. 

• All temperatures will be in kelvin (K) 

• Bennu longitude and latitude will conform to the OSIRIS-REx Project standard. 

• Ecliptic coordinate system will be used for specifying Bennu’s position relative to the 

Sun and spacecraft and for the orientation of the spin pole. 

Final products will be stored as floating-point two-dimensional arrays. 

Data Product Storage  

If the maps were produced that the nominal OTES resolution, then the global maps would have a 

resolution of 40 m, resulting in an approximately 50x50 pixel map of floating point data and a 

data volume of approximately 20 Kbytes per map.  

Observation Requirements 

MRD-155 specifies the development of temperature maps with 3% accuracy at 7 times of day 

with better than 50m spatial resolution.  The relevant spot temperatures will be obtained during 

the Detailed Survey stations.  In order to produce high-quality maps, the spacecraft must be at 

the appropriate range, latitude, and longitude for each time of day, given the spatial resolution 

and accuracy requriements in the MRD, and spot measurements must densely cover (i.e., no 

significant gaps) the surface. 

 

 


